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ABSTRACT. Let A be a closed separating subalgebra of CiT) that contains the identity. It is known that Re A is uniformly closed only if A = CiT).
In this note it is shown that this property characterizes all maximal full algebras of operator fields and not just CiT). We will now define a maximal full algebra of operator fields on T. is a function x on T such that xit) £ C tor each t £ T. By a full algebra of operator fields on T, we mean a set C(T) of operator fields x on T that satisfy the following: (i) C(T) is a *-algebra under pointwise algebraic operations; (ii) for each function x in C(T), the function t -> ||x(/)|| is continuous; (iii) for each t £ T, [xit): x e C(T)j is dense in C ; (iv) C(T) is complete in the norm ||x|| = supi||x(/)||: t £ T\. Clearly, C(T) is a C -algebra;
hence (iii) could be strengthened to the statement that ix(f): x e C(T)| = C .
The algebra C will be called the component of C(T) at t. An operator field
x is continuous at tQ (with respect to CiT)) it for each <f > 0 there is an element y of C(T) and a neighborhood U of t0 such that \\xit) -yit)j < e tor all t £ U. We say that x is continuous on T it it is continuous at each point will denote a maximal full algebra of operator fields. We shall assume that the operator field t -» / belongs to C(T), which we will denote by /. Let A be a subalgebra of C(T). Each x e A has a unique decomposition x = h^ + ih2, where h. and h2 are hermitian elements of C(T). We will let Rex denote />j and Im x denote h2. We will let Re A = iRex: x e A\ and A = Moreover, if A = C for each t £ T, then A = C(T). Choose a positive integer zz so that 5/n < e. For each integer /', 1 <./ < zz, set F. = \t e T:(j-l)/n <f(t)< j/n\.
It is clear that {F.}"_, is a collection of compact sets such that U"_i F ■ = T. 
